Asset-backed securities

With dedicated sections for asset-backed securities, the ISM Rulebook provides transparency in relation to disclosure requirements – derogations on guarantors and SPV financial disclosures mean that ISM is well equipped to support asset-backed securities issuers.

ISM benefits for issuers of asset-backed securities

The ISM Rulebook has outlined some specific guidance around disclosure requirements for asset-backed securities which seek to streamline the process and ensure issuers are not required to produce unnecessary documentation.

An admission to trading on ISM delivers specific advantages for asset backed security issuers, including:

— Derogations on financial disclosures for guarantors hardwired into the rules
— Derogations on financial disclosures for SPVs hardwired into the rules.

Additional benefits for issuers:

— Local GAAP permissible
— Schedule 9 admission for issuers with existing regulated market listings – this means securities can be admitted to ISM with reduced disclosure requirements
— Enhanced future incorporation by reference provisions
— Enhanced flexibility around pricing supplements
— Debt listings in London are supported by a range of London Stock Exchange (LSE) marketing and PR initiatives, tailored to suit the needs of issuers, fully integrating them into London’s financial community
— Admission to LSE’s debt markets allows international governments and companies to access a deep pool of liquidity.

For more information, contact the team at bonds@lseg.com or call +44 (0)20 7797 3921